Golf Mk 1 Cabrio
(Modification of buildme’s MOC)

Rebrickable user buildme ( rebrickable.com/users/buildme/mocs ) has made this great rendition of the
classic VW Golf Mk 1 Cabriolet. However, there were some things with weak connections that I wanted
to be fixed. Here comes my improvements guide.
To fully understand these modifications, it is required to have the original PDF instructions from
“buildme” at hand. In the following I refer to the steps in buildme’s PDF instructions (PDF downloaded in
february of 2019).

Note: Since buildme sells his building instructions through his Rebrickable account (see link above),
I cannot provide building instructions for the entire vehicle for free. Thus, the following pages contain
only my modifications.
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Let’s start with the easy things
20 - The dark grey bowl will interfere with the bonnet. I
replaced the bowl with a brown 2x2x1 angle plate and a
red 2x2 tile (see photo).
41 - Replace the black 1x1 technic bricks with green 1x1
bricks modified, with stud pointing to the back. This
gives a extra stud to hold the tail light unit.
42 - Tail light unit: When mounted to the car and then closing
the boot door, the 1x4 tiles beneath the tail lights fall
apart. Turn the green 1x3 and 2x3 plates by 90 degrees
(1x3 plate located towards the outside of the car). Then
the boot door can be operated very smooth.
60 - Safety bar: The upper bar can be strengthened easily, add a black 1x8 plate (taken from the inner
side of the roof in step 58). And you can change the orientation of studs for the lower (vertical) bars,
so that the dark grey tiles go "inside", for smoother colors.
62 - The backs of the seats, when built as intended, get stressed when mounted. Thus I set the tan sides
of the backs of the seats 1/2 stud higher. This is easy thanks to the jumper plates already there.
65,66 - Replace the blue technic pins with stud and the black 1x1 technic bricks by green 1x1 bricks
modified to get more friction.
86 - The light grey tile 1x8 will interfere with the motor. Skip the tile 1x8.
But there are more issues
Above have been the easy ones. But I would also like to solve these issues:
38 - The front number plate falls apart every time you look at it.
59 - When roof is mounted, the boot door can't be opened anymore.
90 - The connection of the steering wheel unit is not capable to bear the weight of the steering wheel
unit. Thus the steering wheel unit travels downward every once in a while.
38,53 - The front and rear green bows below the bumpers fall off too easy.
43,74,81 - The black plate 2x2x2/3 (mudguard holder) needs inforcement by adding a plate from below,
but then the plate interferes with the wheel.
How to get the parts to fix these things
Since we run out of small plates, to fix these things gets really difficult.
Let's sit back and think: When we run out of parts, we should try to make things easier, thus eating up
fewer parts. - Since the boot door can't be opened anyway when the roof is mounted, I would try to skip
the "opening" feature of the boot door. And skipping the front spoiler also gives new possibilities.
So let's free a few parts:
55 - Remove and disassemble complete boot door.
42 - Remove and disassemble the 2 complete tail light units.
64 - Remove the 2 green 1x4 plates and the 2 dark transparent 1x2 plates.
33,34 - Remove light grey 1x6 plate and the hinges.
84 - Remove black 2x4 plate.
Now we’ve got the parts for the following changes.
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Advanced modifications
7 - Remove dark grey plate modified (bracket). Replace it with light grey 1x2 plate.
35 - Place a brown 1x2 brick for more sturdiness behind the green 1x1 bricks modified. Replace the
2 green 1x1 bricks modified by one green 1x4 brick modified.
36 - Replace the 2 green 1x1 plates by 2 green 1x1 brick modified with studs pointing to front, this will
get the attachment point for the number plate.
38 - Remove grey jumper plate 1x2 and green brick modified 1x1. Attach the white tile 1x4 (number
plate) to the 2 bricks modified already there from step 36.
58 - Replace the 2 black 1x2 plates by the dark transparent plates (from step 64).
41 - Replace the two black 1x2 plate modified (hinge) with the black 1x2 plates (from step 58).
52,53 - Turn the 2 brown 1x2x2 angle plates by 90 degrees. Then replace the 2 green 1x1 bricks
modified by one red 1x4 brick modified.
39 - Replace the 2 black 1x1 round plates by black 1x2 hinges (from step 41) (see also step 58).
58 - Replace the 2 brown 1x2 plates by the black 1x1 round plates (from step 39). Thus we’ve freed
2 brown plates 1x2.
We build a new back end unit
• Start with a tan 2x10 plate and a dark
grey 2x10 plate, fixed together in the
center with a black 2x4 plate.
• Add 10 green 1x1 slopes to one "long"
side.
• Add a black 1x8 plate to the other
"long" side and a green 1x3 plate to each
small side.
• Complete the unit by adding 2
transparent 1x1 plates, a white 1x4 tile,
2 green 1x2 plates, and green tiles, to
make it look as it should (see photo.)
• At the backside, add a light green 2x3
plate.
• Now take a green 2x3 plate, add the red and orange lights and 2 green bows 1x2 (see photo).
• Repeat with other side. Now you have the 2 tail light units (see photo).
• Mount 2 green 1x4 tiles to the center unit.
46 - add a green 1x4 brick in the center of the boot. Then add the light grey plate modified (bracket) from
step 55. (see photo on last page)
• Now the back end unit is prepared to mount to the car. First, attach the 2 tail light units carefully to the
back of the car. Then attach the center unit to the brick in the boot and the leftover studs below the tail
lights.
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Fixing the steering wheel unit
90 upper half
• Start with a light grey 1x6 plate and mount 4 pcs black 1x1
technic bricks to one side of the plate. The 2 studs left over
from the grey plate go finally below the steering wheel (see
photo).
• Add a brown 1x2 plate, a brown 2x2 plate, another 1x2 brown
plate and a spare 1x1 plate to the grey plate (see photo).
• The rest of the build is as shown in step 90 upper half, but the
grey technic pin with axle is skipped.
90 lower half
• Instead of the black bracket, use a dark grey hinged flange
with 2x2 hinge plate (from step 36,37). This will then hold the
dashboard unit and the grey jumper plate with steering column
and steering wheel (see photo). The hinged flange does hold
the steering wheel in its proper place because it has sufficient
friction.

The really hard thing: The mudguards
We have still some green plates left… Now we can fix the
mudguards. Basically we set the mudguards 1 plate higher, so that we can support the black “mudguard
holders” also from below. This means a heavy reconstruction of the bodywork, while fully keeping its
appearance. Here we go:
81 - Replace the green 1x2 plate connected to the green negative slope (below the black stripe)
by a green 1x4 plate. Then attach the black 2x2x2/3 plate modified (mudguard holder) to the green
1x4 plate, thus the mudguard holder sits 1 plate higher than before.
Keep the green 1x4 tile as shown in the instructions, it holds the mudguard holder from above.
Fill up the rest with green plates. (Here and there the green plates must be freed from other parts of
the body shell.)
74 - Repeat with other side. Therefore you need a green 1x4 tile, which can be taken from the boot door.
Replace it on the boot door with the green 1x3 tile freed from step 74 and a green 1x1 tile from step
41, where it can be replaced with a spare red transparent 1x1 tile.
After all we’ve got back 2 green 1x6 plates.
44 - Replace the 2 green 1x1 plates and the green 1x4 brick by a green 1x6 plate. Then attach the black
2x2x2/3 plate
modified (mudguard
holder) to the green
1x6 plate, thus the
mudguard holder sits
1 plate higher than
before.
Fill up the rest with
green 1x1 and 1x2
plates.
45 - Repeat with other side.
After all we’ve got back
2 green 1x4 bricks.
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We build a support for the rear mudguards

47,48 - We can make a support for the black mudguard holders by adding the leftover dark grey brick
1x10 and totally re-arranging the tan plates of the back of the back seat. Additional tan plates 1x2
(from step 73+80) and 1x4 (from step 84) are helpful. Replace them in steps 73,80,84 with other
colors that are leftover.
Note: On the right photo you can see the 1x4 brick and bracket to hold the new boot door unit.
And finally, the windshield frame
92 - Inforce the upper part of the windshield frame by adding the leftover black 1x3 plate.
Now we’ve got a VW Golf Cabrio that is much more sturdy compared with the original version.
There are still some things like the connection of the bonnet to the bodywork, the front seats, the rest of
the windshield frame, but it’s ok for now.
Enjoy!
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